
INDEX NUMBERS-I  



INTRODUCTION……….

*Prices of all commodities do not remain constant….

*The measurement of such changes is possible only by the means of some 

statistical methods….

*An index number measures the relative change in price, quantity, value or 

some other item of interest from one time period to another….

*A simple index number measures the relative change in one or more  than 

one variable…..



DEFINITION OF INDEX NUMBERS……

ACCORDING TO– CROXTEN AND COWDEN

Index  Numbers are devices for 

measuring differences in the magnitude of 

a group of related variables………..    



USES OF INDEX NUMBERS….

1)To Simplify  Complexities..

2) Helpful in Fixation of  Salaries and 
Dearness Allowances..

3) Helpful in Predictions..

4) Helpful in Comparisons..

5) Index numbers act as Economic 
Barometers..

6) To Measure Purchasing Power of  Money..



LIMITATIONS OF INDEX NUMBERS…

1) Estimated..

2) International Comparison is not Possible..

3) Arbitrary weightage..

4) Limited Use..



TYPES OF INDEX NUMBERS-



METHODS OF CONSTRUCTING 

INDEX NUMBERS……..



SIMPLE AGGREGATIVE METHOD…….



SIMPLE AVERAGE OF PRICE RELATIVES 

METHOD…



WEIGHTED AGGREGATIVE METHOD….



LASPEYRE’S  &  PAASCHE’S  METHOD…..



DORBISH – BOWLEY  &  FISHER’S  METHOD…



MARSHALL – EDGEWORTH  & KELLY’S 

METHOD...



WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF PRICE RELATIVES 

METHOD….



QUANTITY INDEX NUMBERS…….



TESTS OF ADEQUACY OF INDEX NUMBERS….



TRT  & FRT……… 





INTRODUCTION
A partnership contract is a specific contract, and 

is covered by the provision of the partnership 

act.

But wherever the situation is such that the ACT 

specifically dictate any measures, the 

provisions under the Indian Contract Act 

continue to apply.



PARTNERSHIP:

A partnership is an arrangement where parties, known 

as partners, agree to cooperate to advance their 

mutual interests. The partners in a partnership may 

be individuals, businesses, interest-based 

organizations, schools, governments or combinations. 

Organizations may partner to increase the likelihood 

of each achieving their mission and to amplify their 

reach.



CHARACTERSTICS OF PARTNERSHIP

The basic characteristics of a general partnership 

include group ownership, personal liability, 

decentralized management and pass-through federal 

income taxation. Limited liability of owners for 

business matters is the primary benefit that is 

available under other business structures, but it is not 

characteristic of a general partnership.





TOUCHSTONE OF PARTNERSHIP

 Whether or not a business which is jointly being

operated by two or more persons is a partnership is an 

important difficult question. To make a judgement,it is 

important keep in mind the characteristics features of 

partnership because, sometime a contract between 

two or more person that appears to be a  partnership 

might, in reality be partnership. 



KINDS OF PARTNERSHIP

 Partnership at will

 Partnership for particular venture

 Partnership for fixed period

 Ordinary partnership

 Limited partnership



DISTINGUISH BETWEEN 

PARTNERSHIP AND CO-

OWNERSHIP It would be naïve if we call Partnership and Co-ownership as one and the 
same thing. The possession of a property by more than one persons is 
called co-ownership. If two brothers or friends acquire property collectively, 
it is a case of co- ownership. The property can only be disposed off with the 
approval of co-owners. 

All the co-owners share ever kind of revenue arising from co-ownership. The 
property is not purchased with the object of earning profits. If a house is 
purchased to let it for rent, it becomes a case of partnership and not of co-
ownership. So, any activity that is undertaken with a view to earn profit does 
not fall under the purview of co-ownership.









MINOR AS A PARTNER
 A person who is a minor according to the law to 

which he is subject may not be a partner in a 

firm, but, with the consent of all the partners 

for the time being, he may be admitted to the 

benefits of partnership.



DISSOLUTION OF PATNERSHIP

 The dissolution of partnership among all the 

partners of a firm is called the Dissolution of 

the Firm (Sec. 39 of the Partnership Act, 1932). 

Dissolution of Partnership involves a change in 

the relation of partnership business, if the 

remaining partners resolve to continue the 

concern. In such cases there will be a new 

partnership but the firm will continue in a 

reconstituted form. 






